
Ambassadors’ Tour of Return Areas

The High Representative Wolfgang Petritsch, COMSFOR, General John B. Sylvester and UNHCR Chief of Mission
Werner Blatter have invited ambassadors of countries assisting with the return process to visit by helicopter key
areas of return across the country on Tuesday, 30 April 2002. The tour had to be postponed due to bad weather.

The aim of the tour is to view progress in the return of displaced persons and refugees, including the
implementation of property legislation, and to hear first hand from returnees about their problems and concerns.

This is the fifth such visit (previous tours took place in September 1999, March 2000, August 2000 and June 2001),
designed to promote a greater understanding of the return process and the problems facing those returning. This
year’s visit is of even greater significance, as the year 2001 has seen a substantial rise in returns. Nearly 100.000
minority returns were registered in the course of last year. A precondition for successful return, in particular to
urban areas, remains the strict and efficient implementation of the property laws.

Ambassadors or representatives of more than 20 nations will participate in the tour. Separated into three groups
and accompanied by the High Representative, SFOR Commanders, and UNHCR’s Chief of Mission, as well as staff
from the respective agencies, they will visit a total of six return sites: Bukova Grada (Orasje Municipality) and
Hajdarevici (Zvornik Municipality) in MND North, Ogleceva (Srpsko Gorazde Municipality) and Kula/Cicevo (Konjic
Municipality) in MND Southeast, and Orahova (Gradiska Municipality) and Vlasic Plateau (Travnik Municipality) in
MND Southwest.

Unfortunately, seats on the helicopters are limited, but journalists are encouraged to visit the sites at the time of
the visit. For exact timing, locations and other details, please contact the following:

Bukova Grada/Hajdarevici           Sanja Hajdukov (RRTF)               061 738 165

                                                   Pablo Mateu (UNHCR)                061 136 708

Ogleceva                                     Sasa Stjepanovic (OHR)               061 135 041

                                                   Bashir Khan (UNHCR)                 061 217 188

Kula/Cicevo                                Meriem Ladjabi (RRTF)                061 220 105

                                                   Avis Benes (OHR)                        063 311 684

                                                   Harry Leefe (UNHCR)                 063 311686      

Orahova                                      Mirjana Stjepanovic  (RRTF)        065 547 967

                                                   Momir Sirko (UNHCR)                066 623 325

Vlasic Plateau                              Adis Saranovic (RRTF)                061 795 339

                                                   M.E. Reza  (UNHCR)                  061 169 872

https://www.ohr.int/ambassadors-tour-of-return-areas/

